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advance software weakness using discovery method such as
Fuzz. For prevent attacks and to develop safe software, software
weakness discovery method is necessarily required. Recently
artificial intelligence (AI) technology attracts attention and
works on new technologies applying AI have been advanced in
various fields. Also, participation of various researchers brings
on AI algorithm progress. Especially CNN algorithm of AI
shows excellent usability in image data processing and is
widely used in the field of processing visualization data.

Abstract— Software weaknesses that occur in software's
architecture, design, and code are able to allow hacker to gain
access to a system or network illegally. It is not easy to prepare
everything in spite of knowing the vulnerability in advance
through Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE) which is a
formal list or dictionary of common software weaknesses. In this
paper, we present a framework for software weakness discovery
based on the binary visualization and verify its performance. To
demonstrate the performance of our framework, we use CWE 190
Integer Overread from Juliet Test Suite C/C++ provided by
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). We
compile CWE 190 source code in two cases. One is with software
weakness. The other is without software weakness. We visualize
binary of portable executable (PE) file and train images with
convolutional neural network (CNN). In our experiment result, we
identify up to 99% accuracy in classifying images what belong to
which case with software weakness or without.
Keywords— Software Weakness, Visualization,
learning, Convolutional Neural Network(CNN)

I.

In this paper, we try to examine the usability of software
weakness discovery based on the binary file visualization using
CNN. We visualize CWE 190 in two cases which is PE file with
software weakness and without software weakness. We train
and evaluate two cases’ images with CNN. And we will
measure the accuracy in classifying whether case has software
weakness or not. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2
described related work with software weakness discovery.
Section 3 describes the framework. Section 4 describes
experiment, Section 5 concludes the paper.

Deep

INTRODUCTION

II.

Attacks on computer systems begin with vulnerability in the
code caused by developer mistakes. According to the security
audit conducted by security auditor, Positive TechnologiesTM in
2016, a serious vulnerability was found in 47% of enterprise
systems and among them, vulnerability found in 1999 still
exists in the system [2]. The vulnerability is led by software
weaknesses. If we eliminate software weakness, we can
eliminate quite a lot of vulnerability. The software weakness
discovered is continuously released on CWE for reduce the
problem of software weakness. Despite this effort, there are
many cases which software weakness remains in the software
caused by implementation mistake in development process. If
the known software weakness remains in the system, it is
essential to discovery software weakness in advance because
software weakness lead to software vulnerability and prone to
attack. There are multiple techniques used to find weakness or
vulnerability remaining in the system. Representatively Fuzz
testing used for weakness or vulnerability discovery is an
automatic method of judging whether software is crashing by
inputting random data. The developer wants to discover in

RELATED WORK

In this chapter, we introduce related work on vulnerability
detection technology based on binary data of PE file. Work
mainly focused on detecting vulnerability led by software
weakness. Based on the binary data of the PE file, previous
works have addressed problem of vulnerability detection by
converting machine language to assembly language. Work on
detecting vulnerabilities in a static environment [1, 6] is to
convert binary data into assembly language and find symbolic
execution region on assembly language. Vulnerabilities such as
overflow require verification of input values, so it is effective
that find symbolic execution for vulnerability detection. In
addition, work [3, 4] combining the above work with Fuzz
technology was conducted. These work, to detect vulnerability,
looks for regions where vulnerability may occur by static
analysis and inputs random values to regions. This is on the
improvement from previous Fuzz technology.
As in the framework presented in this paper, there is a
case used in the malware classification study [5] to visualize
and analyze the binary data. By distinguishing the type of
malware through binary file visualization it is possible to
classify malware as visualization data without conversion
process of assembly language.
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Fig. 1. Framework for Software Weakness Discovery over the Binary File Visualization

IV. EXPERIMENT
In this experiment, we create experiment samples by using
CWE 190 Integer Overread from Juliet Test Suite C/C++ which
is provided by NIST. This software weakness occurs when an
integer value is read without validation. These source codes
have more than one good function without software weakness
and one bad function with software weakness. We compile two
times respectively. First is that we create good case PE file that
does not have software weakness compiled with good function
in source code. Second is that we create bad case PE file that
contains software weakness compiled with bad function in
source code. To make the binary file structure of each case
similarly, when we create good cases, we use only the first
calling good function. As a result, we create 1,031 good case
and 1,293 bad case.

III. FRAMEWORK FOR SOFTWARE WEAKNESS DISCOVERY
The software weakness discovery framework is as shown in
Fig 1. This framework visualizes binary data of PE file. And
this framework trains and evaluates images with CNN to
classify each case. First, we use two case source code which
include algorithm for doing same work. One is source code with
software weakness, the other is without software weakness. At
that time, the entire binary data of each case maximizes the
similar structure to make it not to be classified into areas other
than secure coding. And we compiled with each case code
respectively. Then this convert image using binary data of the
PE file through the same visualization process.
In this paper, to verify usability of software weakness
discovery based on the binary file visualization, we visualize all
binary data of each PE file without optional selecting. The
encoding scheme from binary file to image is as shown in Fig
2. In the process, the size of the image is fixed and generated at
256 by 256. Since the PE file of the experiment data does not
exceed 140 KB, all binary value can be expressed in the image
fixed size. After reading the entire binary data of each compiled
sample by 3 bytes, we map each 3 bytes to RGB and draw a
pixel in order. In this process, if the binary does not exist, the
value of the RGB parameter is fixed at 255.

We measure the accuracy of proposed framework using
experiment samples. In our experiment result, this framework
classified Good case and Bad case of evaluation set with 99%
accuracy based on the binary file visualization. It means system
can discover software weakness with 99% accuracy.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we verify usability of software weakness
discovery based on the binary file visualization using CWE 190
and CNN deep learning algorithm. In this paper, Experiment
proved that proposed framework can discover software
weakness with 99% accuracy. So, we confirmed that our
approach is effective based on proof. Furthermore, we plan to
verify the framework using all CWE data from Juliet Test Suite
C/C++. We expect this work is not only worth to try, but also
possible to usable in the filed for discovering software
weakness.

Fig. 2. Encoding Scheme from Binary File to Image
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